FOOD RETAIL
DESIGN & SHOPFITTING

A truly successful
shop flows
efficiently for the
business and not just
it’s customers.
HK Interiors specialise in offering all
shopfitting requirements for the food
retail industry including;


Refurbishments



Business Expansion/Extension



Shop Re-Designs



New Unit Fit-Outs



Refrigeration Units &
Counters



Dry Aging Cabinets



Bespoke Servery Counters



Bespoke Display Units

We offer the entire package from design
and consultancy to the on-site fitting of
all elements and trades by our expert
team.

We not only consider giving your
customers a great visual experience but
we know the practical requirements for
effective preparation, storage and
display of produce as well. We serve to
improve the business as a whole not
just visually.

Consumer demand
for quality and
reliably sourced
products is
growing.

Taking advantage of the booming
independent food retail market and
large consumer range can be
extremely profitable if the product
is sourced, stored and displayed
effectively within an attractive
environment. The higher the quality
of product and presentation the
better the turnover potential.

HK Interiors Ltd serve all sectors of
food retail such as Butchers Shops,
Farm Shops, Bakeries,
Delicatessens, Fishmongers and
Cheesemongers to name but a few.

Each specialist food retailer has it’s
own style and unique
requirements, we understand the
most effective methods of food and
product display to
maximise retail opportunities.

Trust The Experts

We have a portfolio of award winning
food retail shops and have worked
with many of the countries top
Butchers including numerous Q-Guild
members. Our top quality butchery
shopfitting and refit service is well
known throughout the industry and
our designs have helped butchers
across the nation maximise their retail
and production potential.

A dedication to customer satisfaction
is at the heart of our business and we
go over and above to ensure that we
achieve the best results for our clients
and their business in terms of
aesthetics and working practicality.
Our service is tailored to each and
every individual client and their
specific requirements.

Our Team

Most of our staff have been in the
shopfitting and commercial
refurbishment industry for over 10
years. Our Design Director Andrew
Hurst is well recognised within the
industry having served it for nearly 40
years.

Our site installation teams are comprised of highly skilled, qualified personnel representing all the fundamental trades. Impeccable staff retention
has allowed our staff to work together
in various projects, circumstances and
styles, bonding them into a team and
giving a consistently high quality
service coordinated with optimum
efficiency. Our staff are always happy
to answer questions throughout the
shopfit process and go over and above
to ensure our client is fully informed
about every aspect of their project.

Our Specialist
Services
At HK Interiors we go above and
beyond to ensure that we achieve the
best possible result for every
project. As part of this we offer a
range of specialist services that makes
our service incomparable and our
results unique. We look at
dynamic and ground-breaking
concepts for all styles and industries to
give each customer a truly
supreme and exclusive finish.

Just some of our specialist services
include:
• Customized Ceramic Tile Murals.
• Specialist In-House Lighting
Engineer who works with Food
lighting, LED Lighting, Mood Lighting
and much more.
• Bespoke Metal Work Production
including etching and branding of
stainless steel, brass, aluminium etc.
• Corporate Branding RAL and
Pantone colour matching.
• Specialist laser cutting of metal and
tiles to create unique features and
branding.
• Vast variety of Shopfront Options
provided including timber,
aluminium, bi-fold, automated etc.

When making an
investment in your
business ensure you
make the right
decision. We can help
you find the most
effective solution for
your business
requirements and
budget.

Ensuring you have the right counters
and display units is a vital element of
creating a successful food retail
environment. Whether you are looking
for equipment for a new shop or to
replace your existing facilities our
experienced and friendly team can offer
expert tailored advice on configuration,
budget, design and functionality.

We can incorporate all types of
specialist food display, storage and
preparation equipment. We work
impartially with the country’s top
manufacturers to ensure that no
compromises are made to both style
and practicality whilst maintaining the
best possible value for money.

www.hk-interiors.co.uk
T: 0844 2882964
E: sales@hk-interiors.co.uk

